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Online education is established, growing, and here to stay. It is creating new opportunities for students and also for faculty, regulators of education, and the educational institutions themselves. Much of what is being learned by the practitioners will flow into the large numbers of blended courses that will be developed and delivered on most campuses. Some of what is being learned will certainly improve pedagogical approaches and possibly affect other important problems, such as the lengthening time to completion of a degree. Online education is already providing better access to education for many, and many more will benefit from this increased access in the coming years.

In a 1995 Science article, Eli Noam of Columbia University opined that the Internet would pave a difficult road ahead for traditional academic institutions; he wrote, “as one connects in new ways [the Internet], one also disconnects the old ways” (1). Thirteen years after Noam’s article and 15 or so years after Internet usage began its rapid acceleration, online learning has become an important element in education, although it is not evenly distributed across institutions. The term “online learning,” however, obscures vast differences in methods supported by this educational approach. We limit this discussion to online education in traditional, regionally accredited, degree-granting institutions. Within this discussion, we include “blended courses,” that is, those that feature some online elements but less face-to-face time than encountered in an equivalent traditional course. We do not discuss online education in the rapidly developing kindergarten through grade 12 environment, online corporate training, or the free educational resources (complete courses in many cases) being made available online by some universities, such as the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), Yale, Stanford, and a few others (2). These are widely accessed throughout the world but do not provide credit as courses or as partial fulfillment toward degree completion. These efforts can thus be thought of as use of the Internet to disseminate, free of charge, valuable, high-quality information, but not credentials.
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whereas the focus of this paper is on use of the Internet to provide access to educational credentials through use of the common tuition and fee mechanisms.

Generally, in corporate training, online learning means accessing short training modules that cover specific topics (e.g., quality practices, new product information, and diversity practices) available as self-study units on the corporate intranet. In this sense, the online aspect is providing an efficient distribution mechanism, replacing CD-ROMs or even printed manuals. In contrast, institutions of higher education offer their courses in quite a different form: In most cases, class cohorts are formed rather like traditional classes that start and end on specific days. These online classes are led by faculty members who most likely require participation from students on topics that are being covered, and discussions and exchanges of ideas among cohort members. A participant may seek help on a problem set or clarification of an assignment from classmates who are distant but online. This capability of student-to-student and student-to-faculty interaction, coupled with instant access to information resources worldwide on the Internet, plus the efficient distribution of class materials (readings, homework assignments, and possibly stored video lectures) distinguishes modern online education from older “distance education” models built around correspondence or television.

In this modern version, basic technology requirements for students anywhere in the world are conventional personal computers with a broadband connection to the Internet. Students and faculty engage in classes using course management software (3), and classes are conducted “asynchronously,” that is, there is no need for students and faculty to assemble at the same time, as in traditional classroom instruction. Indeed, course management systems have become ubiquitous in higher education, used for both online and on-ground asynchronous instruction. Synchronous software is sometimes employed for simultaneous voice and text discussions, often as an optional class activity. Newer devices like iPods are being employed in a number of instances, and even virtual environments such as Second Life (4) are quite widely seen in connection with corporate or specialized lecture-style environments. For institutions that offer for-credit courses and degrees, however, newer methods of teaching are mainly at an early, experimental stage.

The annual Sloan Consortium survey of online education (5) provides an information base for positioning the online modality as an important element of education. The study reports the responses of chief academic officers at 2500 degree-granting institutions of higher education to the online teaching and learning landscape (the response represents more than 50% of all such institutions in the United States). The most recent survey, published in 2008, reports that 3.94 million students enrolled in at least one online course for the fall semester of 2007 in a wide range of disciplines (see Fig. 1). Annual enrollment increases have averaged just below 20% over the past 6 years of this study, leading to the result that today more than 20 to 25% of all students in U.S. colleges enroll in at least one online class. Many of these students are off-campus learners with a wide range of ages, work experience, and family circumstances; however, at a number of institutions, about half of the online enrollments are estimated to be full-time “traditional” students attracted to online courses for reasons of convenience or scheduling. Most are at public institutions—state universities, colleges, and community colleges—all of which offer at least some online education. Some of these institutions report large enrollments, for example, in the tens of thousands; community college enrollments alone account for about 50% of the 3.94 million students enrolled.

In contrast, only about half of the traditional private institutions provide any sort of for-credit online course offerings. Among those that do, however, are institutions such as Stanford and Johns Hopkins, both of which offer courses and some degree programs entirely online. Harvard and the University of California, Berkeley, also offer courses online, but mainly through their extension units; they offer no degree programs. Other elite schools, such as Princeton, Yale, and MIT, offer no online courses for credit or degree programs. In comparison, the enrollment at Pennsylvania State University’s World Campus exceeds 20,000. The enrollment at the University of Massachusetts online unit (UMass Online) exceeds 35,000. Rio Salado Community College in Phoenix reports similar numbers. The University of Illinois, Springfield, a small institution, now has an online student population approximately equivalent to their on-campus enrollment. Overall, the highest growth rates are at community colleges and for-profit organizations such as University of Phoenix, Kaplan, and Capella. It appears that, to this point, online education has not resulted in Noam’s “dim circumstances” for the many institutions that have adopted online education. In fact, the fear that fewer faculty would be needed has been turned on its head: More faculty are being hired to service burgeoning online enrollments. Neither has online growth created a dim prognosis for highly endowed institutions, many of which have no online education program. It has, however, drawn the attention of other stakeholders, such as governments (both state and federal) and accreditors, now being forced to deal with an educational activity very different from traditional classroom teaching.

Impact on Students
A primary driver for online education is the presupposition of faculty and university administrators that a sizable population of potential learners exists—typically, working adults who wish to obtain college credit and credentials but who cannot do so because of time restraints imposed by work, family, community responsibilities, or lack of proximity to a suitable educational institution. Faculty members and institutions expected the asynchronicity and distance-independence of online education to be an answer for this population. Largely, this assumption has proven to be true. We have no accurate national profile, however, of the age of the “average” online students and their demographics, nor are those facts likely to emerge in the near future; no national profile of “traditional students” exists either, but some inferences are possible from individual institutions that collect data about online students.

The University of Central Florida, a large metropolitan university in Orlando, has developed an excellent, regularly updated database of its online students. Their analysis (6) contains some surprises: Of 115,000 students enrolled in their blended online courses in the seven-semester period from summer 2004 to summer 2006, nearly 80% represented the so-called “millennial” generation (born after 1980); they dominated enrollments in lower- and upper-level undergraduate classes, and also in graduate classes. The remaining 20% comprised earlier generations, including a small number from the “matures,” born before 1946.

Are the several million students who have taken online courses satisfied with their learning experience, and have they had a high-quality learning experience? Is online learning a doorway to high-quality education? These questions are difficult to answer because huge variances exist in instructors’ teaching skills and experience, course organization, and in study materials for students. These elements provide variations similar to the differences in educational outcomes found in traditional classrooms. From data provided by individual institutions, we do see quite uniformly that grades and completion rates for well-designed online courses taught by experienced instructors tend to result in equivalent outcomes for both online and traditional students (7–9). In most cases, therefore, it appears that online
students receive an education equivalent in quality to what they would receive in traditional classes, and their drop-out rates appear to be about the same.

**Impact on Faculty**

The emergence of online education has had an impact on faculty as well, certainly on those who teach classes online, but also on those who are experimenting with Web-based elements blended into traditional classes. Eventually, we expect Internet use in courses to envelop all faculty, as blended approaches become the norm for college courses over the coming 5 to 10 years. In the United States, about 1.3 million faculty work in degree-granting postsecondary institutions; of those, about half are full time. The 3.94 million students taught online represent about 22% of the estimated total national student population. If the number of faculty is roughly proportional to the students enrolled, then approximately 300,000 faculty engage in online teaching in the United States today. Of those, some estimates place more than 100,000 in the adjunct category; that is, faculty who are not permanent employees of an institution. A commonly held misconception is that online faculty are all or mostly adjuncts. It would likely be fair to estimate that adjunct and permanent faculty of diverse types mirror the full-time/part-time proportions found in face-to-face teaching.

A number of institutions conduct surveys of faculty satisfaction factors and attitudes toward online education. Across institutions, the results tend to be quite similar. Almost unanimously, online instructors assert that although preparing and teaching online courses is more time-intensive than classroom teaching, they plan to continue teaching in that modality for a variety of reasons: the flexibility of “anyplace, anytime teaching” for themselves and for their students, opportunity for professional growth, the option of teaching from home, and interactivity with students, which they report is of higher quality than classroom discussion. These faculty are also motivated by a strong conviction that the work they are doing is important to students who need flexible access to education, although they point out that online students need to be more self-disciplined. In addition to the data reported by a handful of institutions, a completed national survey of nearly 10,000 faculty members from a recent diverse sampling of 60 campuses by Seaman and Allen confirms these conclusions. Economic issues also come into play for some faculty. Commonly, an on-ground itinerant faculty member who travels to three campuses a week may absorb sizeable transportation time and costs. Online instruction brightens this picture. By teaching online, those faculty can accommodate an additional course or two—a substantial bonus for an adjunct professor earning a living by teaching.

Because the professoriate is aging, not all faculty members wish to acquire the skills needed to engage with millennial students who befuddle them with wikis, blogs, Web casts, virtual worlds, and course management systems. To ease their transition to this new teaching agenda, many institutions provide support for instructors to transfer their courses to the online modality. Faculty members who subscribe to the mantra “I can’t teach them if I can’t look them in the eye” will slowly become obsolete except in some exclusive colleges. The millennials are changing the way teaching and learning must be approached. Mobile learning with podcasts, text messaging, and virtual worlds will be the future norm, giving faculty new tools through which to extend and enhance the educational experience.

**Governments, Regulation, and Accreditors**

Federal and state governments involve themselves in higher education for different reasons. The federal government is involved through its role in federal grant and loan programs such as Pell grants and the Federal Family Education Loan Program; state governments view their role to be licensing and accrediting institutions of higher education within their state boundaries, providing financial support for public institutions in their state, and, in an increasing number of cases, offering their own student aid programs. The states have traditionally asserted a right to impose rules and regulations on institutions that are located on their soil; that is, those with a “physical presence” within their state boundaries.

The role of the federal government in postsecondary education has largely been defined by the Higher Education Act of 1965 (HEA). Responsibility for administration of this law has fallen to the U.S. Department of Education, which delegates key functions and policies to other stakeholders, such as accreditation agencies and the colleges and universities themselves. The recent reauthorization of the HEA, the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008, contains several specific provisions that indicate that the federal government is increasingly taking into account the importance of online education as an element in U.S. higher education.

Before 1996, the Department of Education treated asynchronous online learning as conventional correspondence study, and this resulted in a reduction of the federal financial aid available to individual online learners by more than half. In that year, the HEA was amended to separate “courses offered through telecommunications” from correspondence and to treat students enrolled in such courses as equivalent to those attending classes in person. However, reflecting a continuing unease with online learning, Congress limited the applicability of this provision to institutions that still offered a majority their courses in a conventional mode. Congress subsequently enacted, and the Department of Education implemented, the Distance Education Demonstration Project that allowed a limited number of colleges.

![Fig. 1. Penetration of online programs by discipline and total enrollment, fall 2007. Data represent the results of the most recent Sloan Consortium national survey of all active, degree-granting institutions of higher education in the United States that are open to the public.](image-url)
to offer more than 50% of their courses online, which opened the door to a few entirely online institutions. The 50% rule was rescinded in 2006, but the latest amendment to the HEA makes it clear that there is still residual discomfort with asynchronous learning. Although there is no longer any restriction on the ability of a university to offer its programs entirely online, it may only do so if it has secured specific approval from its accrediting commission (17), provided that the accrediting commission has itself been determined by the Department of Education to be qualified to evaluate an institution’s distance learning offerings. One provision of the new law bears specifically on asynchronous learning. Institutions offering online programs must establish “processes through which the institution establishes that the student who registers in a distance education or correspondence education course or program is the same student who participates in and completes the program and receives the academic credit” (18). Congress has assigned responsibility for enforcing this requirement not to the Department of Education but to the accrediting commissions. Other issues in the law directly affecting online delivery of courses are covered in an excellent report from Dow Lohnes PLLC (19).

Although both Congress and the Department of Education have shown increasing interest in online learning, it is the individual states that have been most involved in the regulation of online education. In a recent survey (19), an increasing number of states are asserting what some would consider novel interpretations of “physical presence.” For instance, it is common practice for online course providers to require a remote student to take a final examination under the supervision of a proctor, for example, a librarian or a local government official, or to meet with a discussion group of fellow students. Although both of these approaches are desirable adjuncts to effective online learning programs, some states are now asserting that these activities constitute a “physical presence” sufficient to require the institution to be licensed by the state in which the students reside. Indeed, some states have gone well beyond this, asserting that the mere fact of delivering the online program across its borders and enrolling its citizens is sufficient to require an institution to submit to its regulation. These examples show that both federal and state governments and accrediting bodies are clearly being affected by the emerging world of online and blended instruction and that they are experimenting with ways to deal with this new world, particularly in balancing the need to protect consumers against unscrupulous purveyors of substandard programs and yet not interfere with the growth of this essential component of postsecondary education. The complexity of these issues is multiplied many times over when one considers the implications of online learning crossing international boundaries. Governments and quasipublic bodies charged with oversight of postsecondary education will need to develop considerably more sophistication as colleges and universities, both within the United States and globally, expand the scope and reach of their online programs.

Institutions

Finally, we turn to the question, Are traditional institutions of education facing a threat from the growth and increasing validation of online instruction? There is little evidence today to suggest much of a threat. For-profit institutions such as Phoenix, Kaplan, Capella, and Jones are successful, and their growth rates exceed those of the online programs in traditional institutions. They are clearly meeting a need. However, overall, online enrollments are still dominated by traditional institutions, and certainly all the public institutions and a number of private ones have acquired the skills, infrastructure, and faculty acceptance to allow them to compete effectively and to continue competing. Some evidence indicates that online enrollments in many of these institutions appear to be leveling off, and that is most likely an indication of internal decisions to maintain some arrived-at “balance” between classroom instruction and blended instruction and some overall ceiling on enrollments. Traditional institutions, especially public ones, do have some substantial advantages over for-profit institutions like the University of Phoenix, although it is clear that the distinction is blurring as the most successful for-profit institutions increase their focus on academic performance and as “traditional” schools learn how to compete more effectively in the marketplace, particularly in the context of leveraging name recognition at a local and regional level and, in some cases, at a national and international level, as well as the ability of public institutions in particular to offer considerably lower prices.

The institutions that have adopted online offerings on a large scale appear to be well positioned to avoid the “dim” future foreseen by Noam. They are adapting and can easily continue to adapt and prosper.

The leadership elements—presidents or chancellors—of the public institutions with large online enrollments are recognizing the strategic advantages of online and blended education and hence are treating this form of education as a strategic priority. Our discussion with the presidents or chancellors of Pennsylvania State University, University of Massachusetts, University of Central Florida, University of Southern Maine, University of Illinois, Springfield, and Rio Salado Community College indicate clearly that they are including online instruction as a strategic asset that is integral to the planning activities of their institutions. So, for instance, online possibilities can affect strategic decisions directed at addressing problems such as insufficient classroom space or reaching new markets (possibly including international students) to provide greater access to education. Some institutions are seeing strategic possibilities in online education to retard, and maybe reverse, the trend toward ever-lengthening time for a student to acquire a degree. Others are seeing possibilities for course-sharing and faculty-sharing among geographically separated institutions and for strengthening relationships among community colleges and baccalaureate and graduate institutions.

A number of select, highly endowed elite institutions do not see offering credit-bearing online courses and degree programs as a high priority, although they might make available free course materials, even the content of complete courses, as noted earlier. For these institutions, online teaching and credit-bearing offerings are not a necessary strategic or competitive tool. They do not appear to believe that their futures have been dimmed at all by the appearance of online education on a large scale at other institutions. These institutions, however, along with all others, will adopt and be affected by the more recent growth of blended education.

What of the less highly endowed institutions that have chosen not to involve themselves in online education? For these institutions, it appears the future may be more turbulent, perhaps even dim. Their income is largely dependent on students, and that supply of students may follow a downward path as online options proliferate from other, often distant, institutions.

Finally, a quick look at the situation outside the United States indicates that the story is less promising, even in Canada. In Europe, there have been a number of high-profile failures of online universities and a larger number of initiatives that never reached their full potential. (There have been failures in the United States, too, but few compared with the successes.) These include the UK e-University (20), the Scottish Interactive University (21), the Dutch Digital University (22), and the NHS University (23). Several others have dwindled more quietly, with no news emanating in English on the Web. Many reasons have been advanced for the far greater success of online education in the United States, greater than the higher gross domestic product alone should justify. Reasons suggested include the greater “travel to study” distances, a more “can do” culture, and more acceptance of private universities, both nonprofit and for-profit. Yet, in many European countries, initiatives continue—the Telematic Universities in Italy, the Campus Numériques in France, and the Swiss Virtual Campus collaboration (this latter example is coming to a planned end, not a failure). There is also an undercurrent of lower-profile but sound initiatives such as the private Hibernia College in Ireland; the U.K. universities of Derby, Leicester, Middlesex, Staffordshire, and Ulster; the collaboration of Liverpool University with Laureate Education Inc. to deliver master’s programs; and, in addition, the various open universities across Europe rapidly reengineering themselves from distance learning.
to online learning. Similar initiatives have arisen in the community college sector in several other countries and regions such as England, Wales, Bavaria, and Norway. So, although many U.S. providers are looking beyond the border and seeing very little competition, the global situation is likely to get considerably tougher in years to come, when competition for online students who live anywhere becomes as fierce as it is for traditional campus students.
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**REVIEW**

**Opening Education**

Marshall S. Smith

Spurred by the publication of Massachusetts Institute of Technology OpenCourseWare in 2002, the open educational resources (OER) movement, which has rapidly expanded and captured the imagination and energy of millions of creators and users throughout the world, now faces many opportunities and substantial challenges as it moves to become an integral part of the world’s educational environment. The confluence of the Web and a spirit of sharing intellectual property have fueled a worldwide movement to make knowledge and education materials open to all for use. OER are content (courses, books, lesson plans, articles, etc.), tools (virtual laboratories, simulations, and games), and software that support learning and educational practice. OER are free on the Web, and most have licenses that allow copyright holders to retain ownership while providing specified rights for use in original and modified forms. At the least, OER have helped to level the distribution of knowledge across the world. A second promise of OER is to help transform educational practices. This article explores the history of and promises and challenges for OER.

A teacher in a Kenyan secondary school uses a free Web-based interactive simulation designed by a Nobel Prize–winning physicist (1). In a university in Xian, China, a student having trouble learning linear algebra goes for free help to a translated Web-based collection of course lectures from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) (2). And, in the United States, thousands of students go to a Web site that provides free homework help aligned with their state standards for most secondary school academic courses (3) (Fig. 1).

These are examples of open educational resources (OER). OER include lesson plans, courses, textbooks, videos, podcasts, library collections, games, research journals and articles (often called open access), encyclopedias, dictionaries, simulations, and assessments and the open software that support their creation, hosting, and dissemination. Most OER are covered by flexible licenses that allow copyright holders to retain ownership of the materials while permitting users certain rights (4).

The power of OER comes from three rights fundamental to openness and sharing (5). OER users may be granted by the copyright holder of the resource some or all of the rights to (i) free access anytime, anywhere, to content or software that often has been available to only some because of firewalls, passwords, or proprietary rights; (ii) use the content by downloading, duplicating, and distributing it with or without restrictions; and (iii) reuse the content by translating or otherwise modifying it to accommodate local context and by combining it with other material and distributing the altered content, with or without restrictions.

Although OER are controversial, the affordances of the Web, together with growing interest and use of OER, make possible a leveling of access to knowledge and information around the world, as well as provide the potential for dramatic transformations of education practice. Students everywhere, enrolled or not, have free access to content and interactive instruction, as well as to networks of people with similar interests, enabling them to collaborate in the construction of knowledge and to learn at their own pace. The act of modifying an OER to meet language, cultural, or readiness requirements increases useful access and may be a creative learning endeavor. Open high-quality content and instruction can set standards of practice and, because of their quality, transparency, and availability, help improve the practice of teaching and learning throughout the world.

**A Short History of OER**

OER have been around almost as long as the Web, although not by name. During the mid-1990s, U.S. government libraries and museums posted examples of OER. Later in the decade, the U.S. Department of Education, the California State University, and European SchoolNet all provided substantial amounts of educational materials for free on the Web. In 1998, David Wiley, then a student at Brigham Young University,